Abstract. Medical research would benefit from automatic methods that support eligibility evaluation for patient enrollment in clinical trials and design of eligibility criteria. In this study we addressed the problem of formalizing eligibility criteria. By analyzing a large set of breast cancer clinical trials we derived a set of patterns, that capture typical structure of conditions, pertaining to syntax and semantics. We qualitatively analyzed their expressivity and evaluated coverage using regular expressions, running experiments on a few thousands of clinical trials also related to other diseases. Based on an early evaluation we conclude that derived patterns cover the language of eligibility criteria to a large extent and may serve as a semi-formal representation. We expect that extending the presented method for pattern recognition with recognition of ontology concepts will facilitate generating computable queries and automated reasoning for various applications.
Introduction
New approaches to prevention, diagnostic, medication and treatment methods are tested during clinical trials. These can be carried out only when a sufficient number of eligible candidates is identified and enrolled. We are looking for a method that facilitates the formalization of eligibility criteria to support automated reasoning for various applications, i.e. determining patient eligibility for clinical trials or designing eligibility criteria. The observed similarity and repeatability of eligibility criteria of different breast cancer trials published at ClinicalTrials.gov [2] inspired us to investigate the possibility of capturing this specialized language by defined set of patterns, pertaining to syntax and semantics. In order to support automated mining of patterns and concrete eligibility criteria we proposed a multidimensional classification, providing metadata about the content. We will use the defined patterns in the formalization process as an intermediate step between free text and computable semantic queries. For instance, we can recognize in an inclusion criterion 'Has received chemotherapy within the past 14 days' the pattern 'prior () within ()' linked to the query 'select all patients with a prior () and timestamp of () less than ()'. We plan to generate computable queries by linking patterns with corresponding queries and filling them with concrete retrieved data. This requires interoperability between the eligibility criteria and the patient data model. We expect that annotating criteria with ontology concepts and defining mappings to data items in EHR when needed facilitates the process.
This paper presents the defined set of patterns, a classification of these patterns, and an approach to evaluating their coverage and expressivity. Additionally we present findings about the most common types of identified patterns in clinical trials from different domains: breast cancer, lung cancer and diabetes. Finally, we describe our ideas on how to proceed from the presented semiformal representation to generating computable queries. The paper is organized as follows; section 2 introduces the patterns and their classification, section 3 describes the evaluation of the patterns in terms of coverage and expressivity, and presents observations about identified patterns. Section 4 provides information about related work, section 5 gives conclusions and describes plans for future work related to the formalization of eligibility criteria and supporting their design.
Classification of patterns
In this study we analyzed eligibility criteria of clinical trials published at ClinicalTrials.gov [2] , a service of the U.S. National Institute of Health. Its search engine allows to specify various categories such as conditions being studied, interventions, outcome measures, recruitment status, study type and others. We focused on breast cancer trials since this group contains many examples and because we have access to domain knowledge related to this disease. The latter might be important in further steps of our research.
The analysis of eligibility criteria specified for various breast cancer trials, allowed us observe vast similarity and repeatability of criteria across the trials. It inspired us to define a set of patterns and analyze to which extent they capture the language, used to define eligibility criteria. We started an informal development process by extracting eligibility criteria from the description of all available breast cancer trials (3905). Further we focused the analysis on a randomly selected subset, containing approximately few hundreds of trials. To identify common ways of expression we manually grouping conditions by similar subject (demographic information, disease characteristic, prior-concurrent treatment) or similar syntax. We noticed that criteria differ in the level of complexity. Some are formulated as atomic phrases e.g. 'Not pregnant', others as complex sentences e.g. 'Brain metastases allowed provided they have been treated with surgery.' We aimed to define patterns covering both groups, incrementally extending a set of patterns.
The method developed during this formalization process, inspired by observed concrete examples of eligibility criteria, can be summarized as follows. In order to cover sentence structure we started from basic forms e.g. "must be receiving ()" and added corresponding negated versions "can not be receiving", as well as past tense, both positive and negative e.g. "must have received ()" and future if applicable. Secondly we extended the resulting basic forms with common specifications, which restrict for example time frame, purpose of a treatment or co-occurrences. If applicable, these were combined. An example of a pattern containing two specifications: time frame and exclusions is 'more than () since prior () except for ()', capturing criteria like 'More than 6 months since prior endocrine therapy, except tamoxifen'. Additionally, we defined patterns that capture atomic phrases, covering value restrictions for chosen parameters, expressed by arithmetic comparison or enumerated values, and their negations. Patterns that capture atomic phrases can be nested in the patterns reflecting sentence structure. As a result 130 different patterns were defined. We can relate this number to the average number of conditions specified in breast cancer trials which is 25, according to [8] . In section 3.3 we present the results of the experiment performed to identify most common patterns.
To support automated mining, the patterns were classified according to the dimensions and classes described below. Table 1 presents examples of patterns belonging to each dimension and class, concrete criteria from ClinicalTrials.gov [2] instantiating them, and the percentage of that class of patterns. For instance 58% of our patterns belong to the dimension "time independent status", 29% belong to the class "present". An example of a pattern of the class "present" is "diagnosis of", an instance of the pattern "diagnosis of" is "diagnosis of malignancy". Notice that a pattern can belong to several dimensions and classes, because they are not mutually exclusive. The dimensions and corresponding classes are:
-Time independent status dimension. Classes of this dimension are: present, absent, conditional, potential, not selective. This dimension reflects required status of data items in patient record. -Temporal status: historical, current, planned. This dimension indicates whether a condition regards patient history, current findings or future plans. -Specification type: time frame, including and excluding findings or therapies, value restrictions, purpose of a drug/treatment, co-occurrences, number of occurrences, confirmation, outcome constraint. -Medical content: demographic data (age, gender), clinical data (pregnancy and nursing, menopausal status, adverse reactions), pathology and molecular data, interventions (prior and current therapies). Complete recognition of content will be done using ontologies, the patterns are only supposed to provide the context for annotation. -Data source of medical content. This dimension is dependent on concrete EHR, it is meant to support automatic information extraction. -Variability and controllability: stable, variable, controllable, subjective. This dimension was proposed in [12] and reflects the possibility of change of criteria evaluation over time. In most cases classification according to this dimension will require incorporating domain knowledge. -Subject: candidate, family of a candidate
The possibility of classifying a pattern according to its each dimension depends on its details. Let us consider the pattern 'no prior'. Its time independent and temporal status can be classified as 'absent' and 'historical' respectively. However its medical content depends on concrete instantiations, it is the cancer type for 'No prior breast carcinoma' and the treatment for 'No prior chemotherapy'. The purpose of described classification is to annotate the patterns with metadata, characterizing their content from various perspectives. Although most often the classification of patterns is case specific we can formulate general rules, based on correlations between dimensions, specifying which annotations can be expected for particular patterns. The general rules that we have identified are:
1. Patterns with 'historical' temporal status and 'molecular' medical status are classified as stable in variability and controllability dimension. 2. Patterns having specification type: exclusion, co-occurrences, confirmation contain implicit condition therefore can be classified as conditional in time independent dimension, if it supports evaluation. 3. Patterns having medical content: pathology, age, gender, pregnancy and nursing, menopausal status have specification type: value restriction.
Full classification according to each dimension is possible only after instantiating a pattern with concrete data.
The described classification of patterns will facilitate formalization and design of eligibility criteria. We will discuss this in more detail in section 5. In the next sections we evaluate this set of classified patterns.
Expressivity and coverage of patterns
This section presents the approach to evaluate the expressivity and coverage of defined set of patterns. The expressivity was analyzed by performing a case study for the single trial, Neo ALTTO (Neoadjuvant Lapatinib and/or Trastuzumab Treatment Optimisation) Study [3] . The choice of this trial was driven by the access to domain knowledge related to this study, which will be important in further stage of research. We evaluated the possibility of using the defined set of patterns to express eligibility criteria from this trial. Further we estimated the coverage by analyzing a large set of clinical trials related to breast cancer, lung cancer and diabetes, published at ClinicalTrials.gov [2] , containing 3905, 2949, 5499 trials respectively. Since the patterns were derived using a subset of breast cancer trials we were interested to analyze the differences obtained by performing the same experiment for trials related to another cancer type, and trials from a completely different domain -diabetes. From each trial we extracted all eligibility criteria and counted the occurrences of the defined patterns. The experiment was performed in order to estimate the fraction of covered criteria, identify classes of most common patterns and analyze the differences in the selected medical domains.
Expressivity of patterns
The expressivity of the defined set of patterns was evaluated by performing a case study for the Neo ALTTO trial [4] . The trial contains 39 eligibility criteria, 21 inclusion and 18 exclusion conditions. We analyzed all of them in order to identify corresponding patterns which could be used for semi-formal representation. After analysis we distinguished following cases:
1. Criteria with syntax corresponding to one of defined patterns (17/39).
In this case a pattern which could be used for representation can be automatically suggested as demonstrated in We performed this case study to evaluate the expressivity of the defined set of patterns. For our case study trial 36 criteria out of 39 could be represented using defined patterns, either directly or after reformulation. We conclude that at this stage of our research, the expressivity of patterns is sufficient to facilitate formalization. They can be used as a semi-formal representation, and serve as a starting point for generating computable queries. Nevertheless, being aware of limitations coming from performing a case study on a single trial, we expect that future work will provide insights which might motivate us to extend or modify the presented set of patterns as well as their classification.
Coverage of patterns
In order to evaluate the coverage of the defined set of patterns across medical domains we analyzed eligibility criteria from breast cancer, lung cancer and diabetes, published at [2] . We calculated a number of occurrences of each pattern in the set of eligibility criteria using regular expressions. No evidence of metastasis (M0) except for isolated supraclavicular node involvement.
no () except for ()
In the case of known Gilbert's syndrome, a higher serum total bilirubin (< 2 x ULN) is allowed.
Higher serum total bilirubin (< 2 x ULN) is allowed if known Gilbert's syndrome. When constructing regular expressions we had to consider both precision and recall. To increase recall, we aimed to capture various synonym forms of words such as allowed/permitted, and syntax e.g. "no (other )?concurrent.* for" and "concurrent.* for.* is not (allowed|permitted)". To increase precision, we tried to capture only desired words by applying negative/positive lookbehind -which allow to specify string which cannot/must precede considered text. It was useful for instance in case of pattern capturing M stage of cancer, usually specified as M preceding a number or a range of numbers, to avoid matching also units of measurements (mm, or mˆ2). Nevertheless some cases are impossible to distinguish without knowing the context. In total we defined 342 regular expressions corresponding to 130 patterns.
Ideally pattern recognition should be performed condition by condition, however delimiting them is a challenging task. We approached the problem by delimiting sentences using existing NLP tools, starting with preprocessing to support the task. The preprocessing step regards trials which are edited according to the same template, specifying the domain followed by a colon and the condition e.g. "Age:.. Performance status:..Cardiovascular:.. Chemotherapy: ..., etc". Taking advantage of that clear separation which is rarely the case, we inserted full stops between conditions regarding different subjects. Secondly we delimited sentences using GATE [6] , the open source framework for text processing. Our matching algorithm used the output of GATE, analyzing eligibility criteria sentence by sentence. Each sentence can correspond to more than one pattern. From the set of identified patterns in the sentence, we counted only those that cover longest phrases, and skipped patterns capturing segments subsumed by others. For example in the sentence 'No other concurrent hormonal therapy, including steroids', we identified two patterns 'no concurrent ()' and 'no concurrent () including ()', from which only the latter was calculated, because it reflects the content closer. Table 4 presents our obtained results with statistics about the identified patters. Eligibility criteria from breast cancer trials have the largest number of sentences containing at least one identified pattern. This result is not surprising since the patterns were defined using eligibility criteria from breast cancer, and cover conditions which are typical for this tumor. Results for lung cancer are relatively similar, while in case of diabetes approximately 17% more sentences have no identified pattern. An interesting observation regards the average length of eligibility criteria: in diabetes trials they seem to be more compact, and on average half as long as breast or lung cancer eligibility criteria. Among the sentences not covered by any of the patterns are criteria formulated as a list of excluding or including concepts. There are two main reasons why obtained information about coverage is only an approximation:
-Unsuccessful identification of criteria which are in the scope of defined patterns. This regards criteria expressed using different synonym forms than those covered by regular expressions. -Errors in identification, caused by insufficiently restrictive regular expres-
sions. An example is matching the criterion 'No spontaneous menses for > 12 months' with a pattern 'no .* for', which was supposed to match criteria restricting the purpose of a treatment e.g. 'No other concurrent therapy for cancer'. In order to avoid such errors we would need to either add patterns reflecting criteria with different meaning but similar lexical form, or use the help of an ontology annotator to recognize the semantic type of the criterion content. Both approaches will be considered in future work.
Nevertheless the results provide a useful estimation of the coverage of the defined pattern set and common practice of expressing eligibility criteria. More extensive evaluation of precision and recall is left for future work. It will be important in order to find out the fraction of criteria correctly assigned to a pattern, and among unrecognized patterns the fraction of criteria whose meaning can be reflected using the defined patterns but require reformulation and which exceed the scope of defined set.
Most common patterns
The results of the experiment described above were additionally used to analyze the most common patterns in eligibility criteria. Table 5 presents the statistics about the number of patterns corresponding to each dimension. Additionally presented is the distribution of identified patterns over possible values, belonging to the same dimension. The obtained results are relatively similar for breast and lung cancer, while many differences can be observed for diabetes. This is to be expected taking into account the nature of mentioned diseases. For all diseases, the most often identified patterns can be classified according to 'specification type', in case of breast and lung cancer 46% of identified patterns, diabetes -51%. In most cases these patterns fell into the value restriction class (74%, 73% and 90%), indicating e.g. criteria limiting lab results. The difference between the observed frequencies between diabetes and both cancer trials is significant in this case. The patterns that reflect time frame, purpose of a treatment or a confirmation constraints can be frequently found in cancer trials, whereas in diabetes trials they are hardly ever identified.
Another major difference is observed for time independent status: for all diseases most of the identified patterns require the presence of some findings. In case of breast cancer it is 59% of identified patterns, lung -61% , for diabetes it is a significantly larger number 93%. Again eligibility criteria of diabetes trials seem to be simpler, conditional criteria cover only 0.2%. Considering medical content in all cases approximately 20% of identified patterns can be classified according to this dimension. Some differences can be observed among the distributions. Eligibility criteria of cancer trials frequently mention pathology data and received or undergoing therapies in contrast to diabetes criteria. Another finding regards eligibility criteria considering family history, they are more frequently identified in diabetes trials.
Results of the described experiment allowed us to analyze similarities and differences between domains, and identify which patterns, developed for eligibility criteria of clinical trials related to breast cancer, could be reused for other diseases. Some of the patterns are common for all domains (e.g. patterns restricting lab values), others are typical for both cancer types (e.g. patterns related to pathology data), and the rest is breast cancer specific (e.g. patterns related to molecular data).
The presented results provide some observations about the most frequent patterns across domains. Our final goal is to reach a computable representation of criteria. Obtained information could be used to guide the order of formalization. The process could start from the most frequently observed conditions. However frequency is not necessarily correlated with importance and selectiveness, which will be also taken into account.
Related work
An informative analysis of eligibility criteria can be found in [9] . It was done using 1000 randomly chosen eligibility criteria from clinical trials published at CT.gov. Criteria were manually analyzed and categorized along several axes: complexity of conditions (simple or complex), high level clinical content (clinical attribute of the study participant, treatment, behavior of participant) and semantic and clinical patterns (related to demographic data, lab and test results, temporally related criteria, requiring clinical judgment, requiring data beyond criterion itself) . This classification presents a very informative overview of types of eligibility criteria. Our paper describes one step forward. We defined more fine-grained dimensions of comparison and described a method for automatic classification, which allows to analyze sets of significantly larger dimensions. Moreover, our patterns together with the classification approximate the meaning of conditions, and therefore can facilitate generating computable queries.
There are several languages which could be applied for expressing eligibility criteria e.g. Arden syntax [13] , Gello [10] , ERGO [11] and others. The rich overview of existing options is presented in [14] . For our application we require applying ontologies and semantic reasoning, which determines the need of expressing eligibility criteria as semantic queries, rather than any of mentioned languages. Presented patterns create an intermediate representation between free text and formal semantic query.
There are also studies which approach the problem of matching patients to trials without formalizing eligibility criteria, just using semantic annotations. The TrialX system [1] selects trials which correspond to user entered queries, which is annotated with UMLS concepts. The system retrieves those trials from the database, which are indexed with the same concept. This approach is limited to the UMLS ontology and does not allow specifying complex queries. In our approach, patterns provide context information for ontology concepts, and allow to specify various restrictions, leading to better precision of matching patients.
Conclusions and future work

Conclusions
In this paper we have investigated the possibility of capturing and formalizing the jargon of clinical trial eligibility criteria. We approached the problem by defining a set of 130 patterns that differ in the complexity level. Some patterns reflect sentence structure, others capture phrases corresponding to specific medical parameters. We defined a detailed classification that capture following dimensions: time independent and temporal status, specification type, medical content, variability and controllability, and subject. For each dimension we specified corresponding classes.
We evaluated the expressivity and coverage of the defined set of patterns. Our experiment with the concrete clinical trial demonstrated that patterns could be used to express a high majority of criteria (36/39). In order to check the coverage of patterns across various medical domains, we analyzed eligibility criteria from several thousands of clinical trials related to breast cancer, lung cancer and diabetes (3905, 2949, 5499). We used 342 regular expressions to identify the patterns in extracted eligibility criteria and were able to find at least one pattern in 71%, 69% and 54% of lines of eligibility criteria, respectively. We obtained a method for automatic classification of eligibility criteria according to fine-grained dimensions.
Our findings indicate that the language used for expressing eligibility criteria is regular enough to be captured to a big extent by the set of defined patterns. We conclude that their expressivity and coverage is sufficient to continue the research in the directions described in the next section.
Future work
We can apply the presented work for various applications. Firstly, we will create a rich library of eligibility criteria, classified accordingly to all described dimensions and classes. As we explained before, identifying patterns in the text of condition allows classification only according to the dimensions and values associated with a pattern. Next step will cover extending it, by automatic analysis of criteria content. There are few ontology annotators which could be used for this purpose e.g. MetaMap [5] . Information about semantic types of identified ontology concepts for example from SNOMED CT will provide data needed to perform classification of medical content. Additionally, we will incorporate domain knowledge to enable classification according to the variability and controllability dimension. Such knowledge is necessary to annotate e.g. tests with information whether its value can change in next exam, i.e. results of some blood tests are likely to change in contrary to the test indicating a gene mutation. Created in this way library can facilitate the process of designing eligibility criteria. It will allow researchers to browse it and find criteria, defined for other clinical trials, related to their specific queries.
Secondly, we will approach the formalization of eligibility criteria to support e.g. matching patients for clinical trials. Based on annotations of criteria content with defined patterns and ontology concepts, we can start generating computable queries. It will be necessary to develop a method for combining identified patterns using logical operators or a grammar. We will also need to give consideration to ambiguous terms like 'high blood pressure', this issue was addressed in [7] in the context of formalizing medical decision rules. Another essential aspect is recognition whether a condition is inclusion or exclusion criterion, correct interpretation will influence the success of a matching algorithm. Since semantic reasoning is expected to facilitate the process of criteria evaluation, we will formalize them in SPARQL, extending with SWRL rules if necessary. A computable representation of eligibility criteria will allow automatic determination of patients eligibility, and facilitate the recruitment process.
